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independence   of  the   religious   power'.    The   Patriarch
Methodius who suppressed this movement could rely upon
the support of the moderates and the politicians, of culti-
vated laymen, of the dynasty and the Court, and also of a
large number of monks who were weary of the pride and
dominating spirit of the men from the monastery of Studius.
Ignatius, his successor, was the tool of Studite bitterness.
Son of the dethroned Emperor Michael Rangabe, made a
eunuch in infancy, Ignatius had also on his side all those who
only unwillingly acknowledged the dynasty of Amorium.
No one can deny the heroic virtues of the ascete, but these
were accompanied by an  inflexibility which  dealt many
wounds.   Ignatius seems to have taken as his model Theo-
dore the Studite accusing Constantine VI of adultery; thus
he did not hesitate to impose a penance on the Caesar Bardas
(uncle of Michael III) who was suspected of 'incestuous'
relations with his niece.  One can without difficulty conjure
up a picture of the party—heterogeneous enough—which
approved of the brutal reaction of the Government, a reaction
which culminated in the deposition of the eunuch Patriarch.
Bardas had as his allies the whole of the party which had
supported  Methodius,  from  the  loyal  defenders  of the
dynasty  down  to  the anti-Studite monks,   including the
intellectuals of the University of Constantinople.   It was a
professor of this university, who was at the same time a high
official, a diplomat, a man of letters whose width of reading
was immense, the Byzantine who is most representative of
Byzantium, Photius, who was chosen to replace the ascetic
and impolitic Patriarch.   We have reached the 25th of
December 858.  Ignatius had been 'retired* five days before
and in the interval all the ecclesiastical orders had been con-
ferred upon the layman Photius.   The great dispute of the
ninth century had begun.  Rome forthwith intervened.  At
first Pope Nicholas I did not refuse to recognize this 'irre-
gular' election, since for this irregularity precedents were
not lacking; but he delayed his ratification.   He hoped to
receive in exchange for his recognition some advantages—
he  looked  to   recover jurisdiction  over  'Illyricum',  the
countries lying between Pope and Emperor that Leo III
after his quarrel with Pope Gregory II had withdrawn from

